CROSSFIRE HOUSE RULES by Wor Lloyd

AFVs Close Combat versus Infantry
SMGs: no factor vs. AFVs.  Certain AFVs better/worse vs. inf.  AFVs with only one MG -1.  Turreted in cover +1.  In smoke -1.  Max one section attacking one vehicle (+/-1 for well/badly equipped, +1 for full supporting section).
AFVs may initiate combat with inf., and may drive though them and do this, fighting one round of Close Combat.  If destroyed, move back to site of fight.  If AFV attacks with infantry support, resolve AFV’s fight first.  AFV counts as one stand.  Unengaged stands of enemy inf. under same SC or PC and within a base distance of engaged stand, may join in vs. AFV.  Resolve fight as normal, but result difference is no. of routs or suppressions (owning player’s choice) on inf.  Routing troops retreat to cover, out of LOS, and may incur reactive fire, end up Pinned.
If inf. Attack AFV and do not destroy it, and are not all destroyed, then AFV must move in straight line away from fight, as far as possible in that chosen direction, beyond one base’s distance.  Infantry may not initiate close combat with fast or medium moving vehicles (alternative: take speed stat. as Cl. Combat modifier).  If infantry lose, difference in total is number of stands killed, rest back off one base depth.  Rules needed for certain tank defence weapons.
AFV Shooting
Coaxial MGs may fire every initiative as well as bow MGs, unless main gun is used vs. another target.
Bow MGs and MC MGs 3d6 not 4d6, 45 fire arc, need not suppress to retain initiative.  May fire main gun and coaxial MG as firegroup vs. same target.
AFVs may shoot in firegroups (once per phasing initiative) if make radio check.  Tanks with no radios may group fire only if in LOS and one base distance, and make same roll.  Phasing player points gun directly at target, as reactive, 45 fire arc 90o if turreted.
ACC: Firing on the halt: -1; firing while moving -2; target moving -1; target moving quickly -2; target in cover -1/0; target hull down -2/-1; target within one base distance +1/+2.  DMs carry over to PEN.  No reactive fire if moving.
(Stats: AT guns +1/+1, v good/v bad +-1/+-1, turretless/slow traverse –1/0, one-man turret –1/-1, fast ROF +1/+1).
Reactive vehicle HE –1 die, and –2die if AT gun.
APCs
If destroyed, roll 1d6: 1-2 EFF killed, rest suppressed; 3-4 passengers take 3d6 damage each (Pin=dismount and Pinned); 5-6 mobility hit - vehicle disabled, +2 to hit with AP, all passenger may dismount.
APCs count as pillboxes for cover.   May be Observation Posts.  Troops in transit need 6s to hit, except mounted MG if APC stationary.  APCs may move, and troops may mount/dismount and move in same initiative.  Half-tracks count as normal cover only when within their own length of a troops firing from a tall place (e.g. upper floor of building).
Dismounted carrier crews can mount a carrier, as long as that carrier is not adversely affected, even when pinned or suppressed.   Carrier brens count as top mounted and vulnerable or as bow MGs (3 dice).
AT Obstacles, barbed wire, and mines
Engineers remove dragons’ teeth on a 6 first complete initiative, 5,6 second, 4-6 subsequent.  A roll of 1= obstacle cannot be removed.   +1 to roll for Spanish riders.  The side which owns a line of barbed wire, may cross it without difficulty, at the junction between sections, if out of LOS of unsuppressed enemy.
AT mines destroy heavy tracked on 6, medium tracked 5+, light tracked and heavy wheeled 4+, wheeled 3+.  Cars and MCs do not set them off - use infantry rules (4d6 ignore pin).
Close Combat
May rally pinned units, in order to enter close combat, and if any stands reach close combat range, then even if a later unit is suppressed, those in close combat fight one round of close combat before initiative shifts.
Assault engineers +2 vs. buildings, not cumulative with SMG bonus.  Any attacking or defending stands MAY help, officers risking themselves, if within base distance of the engaged units.  Engaged (risked) units are one per side per fight, have up to three unsuppressed supporters, and apply bonuses for experience, SMGs, etc. to selves regardless of supporting troops.  Troops may break off after each round (min. one base distance or one building section), or may (unless pinned) advance to remain engaged without drawing reactive fire.  If natural rolls 1 and 6, auto. victory to the 6.
In the open, one round of combat should be fought with all stands which have closed, regardless of the first result.  The attacker retains the initiative if he won the majority, or half and still out-numbers his opponent (in the case of an exact tie, he loses the initiative).  Ties are NOT rerolled.  Against buildings, the matching up should be done as within-building fights, but the procedure after that should be the same as for fights in the open.  Inside buildings, each player has the option to abort after the NEXT full round of fights.  If defender, and defeated, retreat one move action in opposing initiative.
Commandos
British commandos have German-like command and control.
Direct fire vs. soft tops: 
If moving: Pin = ignore.  Suppress = as APC hit and must rally to move again.   Kill = vehicle and passengers destroyed. If still, or moving at point blank range, pin=suppress, suppress=kill.  Gun shields count as cover.
Hardpoints
Troops inside +1 Close Combat vs. troops outside.
Troops in trenches and hardpoints may ground hug to gain immunity from small arms’ fire, and 6s needed from HE (with penalty die for hardpoints).  If suppressed, must ground hug.
Troops in trenches get a penalty die to be hit.
Troops may pivot without losing cover benefits of trenches.
Troops Pinned in hardpoints may still pivot (but double Pinned may not fire).
Pillboxes may have 360 fire arc, as scenario dictates, otherwise 180 or 90 degrees.
HE Fire
Indirect HE ignores woods for cover, and direct at woods edge.  Kill potential refers only to troops in same terrain piece.
Inf. AT weapons
Only one inf. AT weapon may fire per vehicle move action as reactive fire.  Infantry may fire AT weapons when enemy AFV is nearer than enemy infantry targets.
No bazooka or panzerschreck fire from enclosed areas, and no friendly in same terrain feature directly behind.  Panzerfausts used on 4-6 with ACC die, and pin own stand on a 1, and if fired from within confined area, smoked: no more firing from same place in same or following initiative.  P’fausts can be captured, but are used in one shot and at –1 PEN.  All these auto. give away firer’s position.
Russians may have 3 AT rifles per base: 2d6 vs. Inf., -2 Close combat.
All but panzerfausts based separately.  Count as crew-served weapons.  Vs. Inf. 3d6 (6s); vs. buildings 3/1SQ; vs. pillboxes 3/1SQ (5s needed); vs. guns 3d6 (5s) suppress destroys gun.
Indirect Fire vs. Vehicles
Only if vehicle stationary last phasing initiative, -1D on top of cover vs. soft; 6s needed vs. open hard and feeble hard; 6s needed and drop one result category vs. other hard.  “Pin” for armoured=retreat.  “Suppress”=button up tanks and move, -2 move actions (min. 1), -1 ACC.
Infantry Mvt.
Troops may crawl (move while ground hugging) one base distance per following initiative, counting all targets as in cover.  If in cover, penalty die to shooting, -1 close combat.
Troops move up to and over fences to immediately the other side of the crossing point, as one move action.
A successful rally allows a pivot also without this counting as a second move action. 
Inf. Shooting
PCs may co-ordinate fire and advances of troops if in sight of all SCs, if SCs make rally rolls.  Troops firing this way may shoot once only (No Fire), unless they cause a suppression.  Stands may choose not to participate, to avoid No Fire.
Troops pinned or suppressed must pivot to face the cause of the setback.
Troops firing from behind pinned or suppressed enemy do not count cover of woods or rough ground.
Troops shooting at suppressed units suffer a penalty die, unless behind the enemy when that enemy is not in a building or hardpoint, or unless fire action is not yet complete.  Suppressed troops are not target priority over unsuppressed.
NB: officers not required for fire-groups, only crossfires, and group fire is at single stand.
Assault rifles: 3.5d close range, 2.5d long range.  SMGs range: into next terrain piece (including open ground), unless target and firers at edge of terrain, or total distance <2 base depths.
Troops with small arms and MGs are a target priority over troops with other weapons, for infantry.
Line of Sight/Line of Fire.
LOS is not blocked by ground-hugging, entrenched, crawling, or suppressed troops.  Troops may see through all friendly troops for the purposes of command and control, and forward observation.  Troops my fire over friendly prone troops if they are closer than the prone troops are to the enemy.  Standing troops block line of fire (exception: firer on hill and intervening troops nearer to firer than to enemy).  Mortars may fire direct over friendly troops.
MMGs
In some scenarios, a “well-set” defending MMG needs two NO FIRE markers to stop it firing in reactive fire, and can fail to suppress once and fire again in phasing fire (use a NO FIRE marker as in reactive fire).  To get the second shot, first must score a Pin, and even if second suppresses, initiative is lost as normal with first fail to suppress.  As reactive fire, if enfilading enemy (firing from behind diagonal) count as well-sited, also versus point cover (bldgs. etc.) as phasing fire.
Versus APCs and similar light-armoured vehicles, do 3d6 needing 5s.
Italian and Japanese MMG are No Fire for initiative + following initiative if a 1 is rolled.
GB MMG batteries: 11/2d6 versus up to 6 stands in or around one terrain piece, ignore trenches and soft cover, pillboxes immune, fail to Pin loses initiative, needs FOO, min one terrain piece between target and friendly infantry.
Mortars 
Must roll 4+ to operate unless LOS to officer who has LOS to target. 
3”+ one initiative to assemble, one to disassemble, counts as move action.  Pivoting does not require delay.  Fire arc 90 degrees.  Minimum range: target must be in next terrain piece, and further away than smoke radius.  May not fire from buildings, hardpoints, heavy woods.  Must fire direct if there is an eligible target.  Medium and Heavy mortars may not ground hug in open.
2” Mortars and equivalents: 2 HE missions, 4 smoke; -1 Close combat and 2d6 all situ. Must attach.  Fire once per initiative.  May fire through friendly.  Scenarios may allow resupply.
Officers
A PC/CC can direct fire from an indirect fire weapon which has lost its FO, on 3+.
Officers don’t have to rally selves first, but must to give bonus if suppressed, can co-ordinate crossfires when pinned.
Stands without commanders MAY move towards their officers or towards friendly lines, in order to find a new officer (i.e. retreat only), at the cost of an automatic surrender of initiative.   PCs can lead troops to SCs.
Phasing Fire
After one fire action versus a target has failed to suppress, initiative is lost, but a player may use direct fire from another force ONCE at the same target before passing the initiative.  A third force may fire at the same target if it is regular or a vehicle, and a fourth if it is veteran. (alternative (a) roll a die 2+ vets get to shoot, 3+ regulars, 4+ green and vehicles; (b) opposed die rolls with target +1 veteran, -1 green.)  Target priorities still apply.
Radio Checks
Each tank rolls 3+ to participate in group activity, or 5+ if command vehicle destroyed.
Rallying
As in the rules, does not draw reactive fire, and +1 if no foes in LOS or all are suppressed.  Officers, unless pinned or suppressed, may group rally all within one base distance, any failure still loses initiative, but all get to roll.
Reactive Fire Procedure
A stand moves, and the enemy may choose to fire one fire action against it (which may be all of a fire-group or crossfire).  If a Suppression is caused, initiative swaps at end of fire action, when moving troops must either 1. advance to within a base distance of the suppressed stand, or 2. Advance past the suppressed stand to intended destination, receiving more enemy fire, or 3. The group move is aborted.  A Pin, and that unit halts and must rally to move again.  If neither, the enemy shooters are marked No Fire, and the phasing player may opt. to carry on with the move, but may incur reactive fire from another enemy unit for which the moving stand is target priority.  Troops which are pinned, then rally and continue, start a new move action.
Troops reacting to enemy movement in front of them, when the enemy is not phasing target priority, -1 die.  Enemy moving from out of LOS to out of LOS via gap through which never can the whole base at once be seen, –1 die.  Troops moving to rear, -1die.  Two causes of –1 die=1 penalty die.  Roll penalty die when reacting to troops moving behind firers, which are not target priority.  
Siting MMGs, HMGs, AT guns, Mortars, Hull-down position.
In open play, roll for siting: Veterans (and regulars if German) 3+ to set up in a suitable site and shoot; Regulars 4+, Green 5+.  Fail once: lose initiative (unless another in the same move action succeeds) and roll again; second fail = one die less for bad position (or –2 ACC); third = must reposition. PCs and SCs add bonuses.  MGs, ATGs, and mortars can be re-crewed, takes one full init., -1 die or –1ACC.  (Alternative: fail doesn’t lose initiative, but makes gun No Fire until next friendly initiative.)  Hull down: 90o fire arc.  If specify hull down to another rise, may not fire into area between.
Smoke
AFVs with smoke projectors may make one retreat move after launching smoke.  Smoke is 6” across.
Tanks may fire smoke, once per initiative, precluding other firing, and without loss if initiative.
Roll 3+ to get smoke.  Smoke covers a circle with radius of lengths in rules.   May not choose to land smoke on unsmoked troops, but may stoke such smoke.  Vehicles –1 close combat in smoke.  May retreat move from smoke.  May not enter enemy smoke.  Some scenarios may specify that certain terrain types may stop smoke (bogs, slopes).
Troops inside are considered hidden to troops outside the smoke, only if their bases are entirely within the smoke.  Troops with centre of stand in smoke, may not see out.  Troops inside smoke may see other troops in smoke at close range, and both are “in cover” from each other.
Smoke die: roll to get smoke (and then later to save existing smoke) results: blank=no smoke arrives (smoke goes); smoke puff=smoke as normal (smoke stays); big smoke puff=smoke arrives then is saved for when normally would go (smoke stays); small puff=smoke arrives and saved for every initiative (smoke shrinks one base diam.); arrow=smoke arrives 1d6” off target, and if fired indirectly add and reroll results of 1 and 6 (smoke drifts 1d6”).
Spotting Hidden Units
On firing, AFVs and guns 4+; small arms 5+; snipers 6+.  One roll per firing stand.
Recon by fire: roll opposed rolls with vets+1, green –1, vehicles +1, must win by 2.  Roll for each stand shooting.
Night spotting: 1. Can only see into nearer terrain features, 2. Can see as far as 1:1 scale SMG range, 3. Opposed die rolls, attacker +1, vet +1, green –1, enemy in open +1.  Used as action (fail loses initiative), and reaction to movement.
Firing stands only revealed if there are survivors within LOS of them, otherwise, remain hidden.
Terrain
Troops are in cover if viewed through rough ground.  Ploughed fields give cover to indirect fire, but not direct fire.
Troops are in cover from indirect fire weapons, when behind a wall, only when immediately next to that wall.  Two walls block sight.  Troops at a wall or hedge do not count it as cover when firing past it.
When firing at buildings, Pins must be assigned to stands which can be affected adversely, if possible. 
Troops inside building complexes can be reacted to if they move to a section and then wish to fire from that section.
Some tougher cover grants a penalty die cover to the occupants, eg. Stone bldgs., dug in AT guns.
Edge of a depression counts as cover to direct fire.  Can occupy bocage from rear without receiving reactive fire.
Line of sight is not blocked by ground hugging, entrenched, or suppressed troops, but is by other troops.
Turreted tanks may see over troops with the turret, and over fields.  Certain hills and raised points can be designated as able to see over neighbouring terrain pieces.  No firing between parts of building complexes.
Vehicle Movement
Troops may attach to slow moving vehicles and group move with them, and count as in hardpoint if out of LOS.
Vehicles may group move and group fire if make radio checks (if no radio, must also be in LOS and one base distance).  AFVs may reverse, -2 to terrain rolls, counts as up to three actions, no reactive fire. .May retreat move from woods and high terrain, or from fields and rough ground if low vehicle.  Vehicle pivots up to 90o max.
Fast wheeled vehicles and universal carriers can move and THEN pivot as one move action.
Big tracked AFVs do 3d6 to up to 2 stands (owner decides which) troops in buildings on ramming.  May remove walls, fences.  Cross-country stats. are for light terrain/heavy.  Roll equal = halt; roll one under = must reverse + lose initiative; two under = stuck + lose init. –2 to roll if in smoke.
AFVs may end move “moving”, marked to show this, otherwise assumed stopped.  Lasts following initiative only.
1:1 Scale Sections are an LMG stand (4 dice, -1 Close Combat if without rifle/SMG stand, uses MMG fire arc in reactive fire) and a rifle/SMG stand, SC.  In close combat, NCO figures do not give bonus, but make the difference in the case of a draw, similarly two-man HEAT and 2” mortar stands, but two of such bases together give +1.  Officer figures if attacked on own do 2 dice, 6s needed.  SMGs do 4d6 up to one base distance.
Churchill funnies
Bridge layer:  May not move through buildings or woods, or under telegraph wires.  Moves one move action per initiative.  Roll 2d6 to drop bridge.  10+ position good; 6-9 position close - manoeuvre for one init. and drop bridge; 4-5 position bad, move min. 3d6” and try again; 3 bridge dropped in poor position, troops and light vehicles only may cross;2 disaster - bridge falls in gap - useless.
Petard: May only shoot at buildings and raised fortifications, unless surprised by threatening enemy which remains stationary one initiative.  HE: 5d6 (5s needed always).  Roll 1d6 4-6 one wall of hardpoint destroyed - counts as normal building for cover.   After one shot, may spend one init. reloading during which as vulnerable as universal carrier.  Pin = retreat, suppress = loader killed + retreat killed (no loading in sight of enemy, loading takes 1 full initiative); kill = loader killed + retreat off board.  AP: Accuracy -1, penetration +2.  SMG range
Crocodile: Wooden building catch fire.  Troops must retreat move from them.  Does 4d6 (5s always needed).  Suppression in hardpoint=forced retreat move.  45 degree fire arc.  Range: length of vehicle.  May not be used if friendly forces within two base distance of target.
Fascine:
Mine Sweeper:
UNTESTED/UNDECIDED IDEAS AND NOTES

Reactive fire to movement when pointing the other way?
Can tanks combat hardpoints?
Snipers
Flamethrowers
Aircraft and AA guns
Use 3d6 (6s needed) rather than 1 ½ die?
Trenches either 180 degree arc OR lose protection value.
Fleeing bunkers?
Roll to replace FOO?  Scenario dictates.  Typical 5+ per initiative, if roll 1, no replacement.
Kill result vs gun destroys gun and crew.
Can’t claim ambush in bocage.
Unarmoured vehicles -ignores pins, suppress = kill
For lightly armoured vehicles, we say ignore pin, suppress = vehicle halts and initiative lost (but the vehicle isn't permanently damaged at all). Kills will destroy the vehicle. This makes carriers and half tracks have some chance of being knocked out or at least inconvenienced, but not much.
I have softskins as being pinned (no one hangs around the vehicle when bullets start ripping through it).  Large vehicles are destroyed (but not passengers) on a suppress while small vehicles such as jeeps are as per figures.
Variant on multi-player initiative: each of the same-side players takes an action I order, if any fails, others get one last action.  Any may choose to pass to his fellow.   Another idea: give one side an odd number of cards (e.g. number of players +1 if this is odd).  That side uses up cards per loss of initiative.  If lost majority of cards, other side may take the initiative, or may allow one extra action/(init) per extra card held.  E.g. I have five cards.  I lose init three times, so may pass initiative to my foes, or I may carry on, as I have two cards left, but then he’ll get the cards… Another idea: red cards are one-shot initiatives.  Attacker may get a few more of these.
Can use variable (Hit the Dirt) clock for timed arrival of reserves.
Long moves: For example, say we decide the move limit is 4.  A platoon makes a group move from one end of the table to the other which involved 7 move actions.  The non-player asks "are they going to get lost?" and rolls three dice.  Say two hits means a failure and the moving unit has to stop after 7 - 2 or 5 move actions and initiative switches.
 The number of move actions for the limit could be scenario specific, based on how well the terrain is known, how well equipped with maps the force is, etc.  Some other guidelines could include effects of troop type (maybe greens will have a smaller limit or require less "hits" than regulars, etc) and whether or not the troops are "German-like", Soviet-like" or "Other-like".  Maybe a PC and CC can use their modifiers to up the limit if they are moving with the group.
Troops which receive a second Pin result in the same initiative, are No Fire for their next initiative.
If ground hug in trench (can when pinned), enemy count as out of LOS for rallying.
Mortars can only fire smoke to shield own unit’s troops, or those of officer within one base distance of mortar.
Three colours of “open terrain” can be used to represent very large open spaces, the varying sizes being varying distances.  SMGs and the like fire into the next terrain piece, and rifles fire across one terrain piece into the next, and tank guns fire as rifles at normal chance, or across two terrain pieces at -1 ACC -1 PEN.
251/21 stats.: (a): as MG , or (b) 5d6 when shooting at enemy in the next terrain piece, 3d6 when shooting at enemy in the same terrain piece, and -1 Close combat.
> Tim’s stats.: 
> 20mm Cannon - treat as MG when firing anti-personnel, treat as HE vs. troops in trenches
> 21mm - 56mm - 3 dice, no kill potential (affects one squad only)
> 57mm - 69mm - 4 dice, no kill potential
> 70mm - 77mm - 5 dice, no kill potential
> 77mm - 105mm - 5 dice, 1 kill potential (includes 3" mortars)
> 106mm - 130mm - 6 dice, 1 kill potential
> 130mm and up - 6 dice, 2 kill potential
> 77mm - 105mm - 5 dice, 1 kill potential (includes 3" mortars)
>  up to 82mm   2 dice (area) 3 dice (concentrated)
>  up to 120mm  3 dice (area) 4 dice (concentrated)
> 120mm 4 dice (area) 5 dice (concentrated)

In reactive fire, HE firing guns use -1 die and -2 dice if they have a primary AT role.
Troops at the edge of a wood, touching it, facing in, and not pinned or worse, count as in woods if a vehicle charges out of the woods to contact(?)
Perhaps adjust rules for converting stands to officers – fighting stands?
Double MG squads stands – roll extra die, 1=NO FIRE, 6=extra hit.
Many double LMG squads (eg. Italians) either used both LMGs together, or else were v. bad command and control.  See 2lmgs.csf.
Ghurkas +1 Close Combat, ignore pins on charge, and suppression kills.  Difficult to replace officers.  Good at night.  Language problems.  Indians good on home ground (C and C), plus many officers/NCOs.
Germans need BC of greater to call in heavy artillery, US and Commonwealth need CC, Soviets and Japs use pre-planned strikes only in attack.  All may have independent FOs in static defence (may have pre-planned back-up positions), but in attack FOs attach to officers, one per officer max.
Area barrages: squads in area attacked with dice first, then again if attempt to act (fire, move) during that initiative, or the following one.   82mm 8”x8” 2 dice; 83-120mm 10”x10” 3 dice; 120mm 12”x12” 4 dice.
FOs in some scenarios might be given a length of string, which runs to a point on the table edge.  The represents his cable.  He can lay it through a change of terrain on a 2+ (3+ if green), or must halt (but not lose initiative).  If a vehicle runs over it, 1d6 to see if you halt, and another 1d6 to see if you snap the cable (-1 on road +1 cable laid by green troops factors for both halting and snapping). Halt on 1 (-1 if light vehicle).  Snap on a 1 (+1 if enemy, +1 tracked, +1 heavy) 
Rolls to cut (a kill result needed)/repair cable (one turn of clock or 4+ takes whole initiative).
For some scenarios, upgrade all troops for rallying purposes.
Perhaps play with many troops, but game ends when lose one third.
Scenarios demand “Achieve X without suffering more than Y casualties”.
Scenarios in which platoons will retreat if don’t make a save after taking 50% casualties.
Will system: deal cards face down, of varying values.  Remove 1 points of cards per suppression, 2 for casualties.  Gain cards for winning victories.  Lose game if run out of cards.  Don’t know quite when ‘will’ will fail.
On rally roll of 6, roll again for “heroic” dash – single figure counts as stand, stand gets to ignore pins and need no command.
US Garands 3.5d at point blank, B.A.R 3.5d at long range.
MP43/44 assault rifles: 3.5d point blank, 3d SMG range, 2.5d long range.
Failed smoke roll for direct-fire mortars DOES lose the initiative.

Tim’s stats for HE guns:
HE Calibre/Weapon Type		Dice	KP (squads)
MG				4	0
Heavy MG (can attack AFV)	4	0
20mm Cannon (see 6.17.1)	4	0
Up to 50mm			3	0
51mm to 69mm			4	0
70mm to 104mm			5	1
105mm to 130mm		6	1
Greater than 130mm 		6	2

I think I should probably change the range of the 6/1 to 94mm to 130mm
to take into account the Churchill business you mentioned.

Alternative idea: HE guns use published stats, but don’t drop a die for cover, so 75mm does 4 die against troops in open and against troops in cover.  Perhaps don’t drop die for phasing fire only, so reactive fire HE not as good as an MG.  Fields and rough ground may count as cover, but not buildings or woods etc.  HE stat/ could be 4d6* to indicate this ability.  Phasing and reactive stats, so a Stummel  could be 4d6*/4d6 or the like, and PaK 40 3d6*/2d6.  OR they behave like MMGs – a second shot if the first causes a pin.

Assault engineers cannot form firegroups or crossfires, or group moves.  All changes of terrain count as move actions.  They may not ground hug?
Ordinary infantry have a chance to detect and clear mines.
Reactive fire vs. vehicles: if a shot hits, gun may fire again vs. group move, even if doesn’t destroy.
Once per initiative, a player may roll to rally a stand without fear of losing the initiative, if that stand is out of LOS of the enemy.  Success means the stand will rally from pin, or to pinned from suppressed.
Reactive stats for AP fire too?  To make 25pdrs etc worse at AP shooting?
Rules to distinguish difficulty of moving and deploying an 88 compared with a 6pdr?
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